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Abstract
We classify exterior fibrations in the exterior homotopy category.
As a result we also classify proper fibrations between CW-complexes.
Introduction
It is known that the absence of most usual categorical properties, such as the
existence of (co)limits, constitutes the main handicap for the development
of proper homotopy theory. An illustrative example is given by the fact
that the category P of topological spaces and proper maps is an I-category
[3], and thus it is also a cofibration category, while even the definition of
what a proper fibration should be presents some issues [2, 7]. However,
P is embedded in the category E of exterior spaces which is complete and
cocomplete and it has model category structures [11, 12, 8] closely related to
the classical ones on topological spaces (see §1 for notation and terminology).
From this, the concept of proper fibration becomes clear as exterior fibration
in the proper category. In this paper we classify exterior fibrations obtaining
as an immediate consequence also the classification of proper fibrations.
On the free setting, we may consider any of these available model struc-
tures on E and apply directly the Blomgren and Chacho´lski classification
of fibrations on model structures [5, Thm. B], inspired in the foundational
works of May [15] and Stasheff [17]. As a result one obtains that the whole
moduli space of fiber exterior homotopy equivalences over an exterior space
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X ∈ E with fiber F ∈ E is weakly equivalent to a mapping space with target
the classifying space of the monoid of exterior self weak equivalences of F .
On the other hand, the classification of exterior fibrations in the based
setting is not straightforward. Indeed, general statements of Brown repre-
sentability, see for instance [13, §3], cannot be applied to the based exterior
category ER+ as this is no longer a model category. Thus, as in [1, 16], we
attack the classification based on the original work of Brown [6] to prove the
following (see Theorem 2.1 for a precise statement).
Let F be an exterior path connected based CW-complex and denote
by FibF (X) the set of equivalence classes of exterior fiber sequences over a
given exterior path connected based CW-complex X with fiber F .
Theorem. There exists an exterior path connected based CW-complex YF ,
unique up to exterior homotopy, such that,
FibF (X) ∼= [X,YF ]
R+ .
As a result, see Corollary 2.7, we exhibit any based proper fibration
p : (E,R+) → (X,R+) between countable, locally finite relative CW-
complexes, with fiber F , as the exterior pullback of the universal fibration
F → U → YF in which YF lies along a based exterior map f : X → YF .
1 Preliminaries
We shall be using the following standard facts on exterior homotopy theory
whose summary can be found in [9, §2] or [10, §1].
An exterior space (X, E) is a topological space (X, τ) endowed with an
externology E ⊂ τ , i.e., a non empty family of so called exterior sets which
can be thought as a neighborhood system at infinity: it is closed under finite
intersections and, whenever U ⊃ E, E ∈ E , U ∈ τ , then U ∈ E . An exterior
map f : (X, E)→ (X ′, E ′) is a continuous map for which f−1(E) ∈ E , for all
E ∈ E ′. The cylinder functor in this category assigns to each exterior space
X the topological space X × I in which an open set is exterior if it contains
some E × I with E exterior set of X. To avoid confusion with the usual
externology on the product of two exterior spaces, we denote by X×¯I this
exterior space. Exterior homotopy is defined accordingly.
The cocompact externology Ecc on a given topological space X is formed
by the family of the complements of all closed-compact sets of X. Denote
by Xcc the corresponding exterior space. This defines a full embedding [11,
Thm. 3.2]
(−)cc : P →֒ E (1.0.1)
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from the proper category P of topological spaces and proper maps. As
(X × I)cc = Xcc×¯I this embedding extends to the respective homotopy
categories.
Unlike P, the category E is complete, cocomplete [11, Thm. 3.3] and
it has a closed model structure in which fibrations, cofibrations and weak
equivalences are respectively the exterior maps satisfying the homotopy
lifting property, the exterior closed maps satisfying the homotopy exten-
sion property, and the exterior homotopy equivalences respectively [8, Thm.
2.10].
In the based setting, and both in P and E, the “point” is the half-line
R+ = [0,∞) endowed with the cocompact externology. Accordingly, the
objects of the category ER+ of well pointed exterior spaces1 are pairs (X,α),
or simply (X,R+), in which X ∈ E and α : R+ → X is a closed exterior
cofibration called the based ray. Morphisms f : (X,α) → (Y, β) are exterior
maps f : X → Y for which fα = β. Homotopy in ER+ is defined through
the functor which assigns to each (X,R+) ∈ E
R+ , the based exterior cylinder
of X, IR+X, defined by the pushout:
R+×¯I

// R+

X×¯I // IR+X.
Then, ER+ verifies all the axioms of a closed model category, except for
being closed for finite limits and colimits [8, Thm. 2.12]. Fibrations (resp.
cofibrations) are exterior based maps which verify the Homotopy Lifting
Property (resp. the Homotopy Extension Property), while weak equiva-
lences are based exterior homotopy equivalences. Nevertheless, pullbacks of
fibrations and pushouts of cofibrations can be constructed within ER+ and
thus, exterior homotopy pullbacks and pushouts are defined in this category.
We denote by HoER+ the corresponding homotopy category with the same
objects, and whose set of morphisms [X,Y ]R+ between (X,R+) and (Y,R+)
are based exterior homotopy classes of exterior maps.
Finally, a spaceX ∈ ER+ is exterior path connected if it is path connected
as a topological space and [S0+,X]
R+ = {∗}. Here, S0+ denotes R+ with a
0-sphere attached to each integer number, endowed with the cocompact
1We warn the reader that this category was denoted by E
R+
w in [9, 10] while E
R+ was
reserved for based exterior spaces, non necessarily well pointed, i.e., the based ray is not
necessarily a closed cofibraton. As all based exterior spaces we consider here are well
pointed we avoid excessive notation.
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externology, and the obvious ray R+ →֒ S
0
+. For instance, in the based
proper category PR+ , and under very mild conditions, a space X is exterior
path connected if and only if it has only one Freudenthal end.
Next, recall the notion of exterior CW-complexes which include, in the
proper case, spherical objects under a tree [4, IV]. From now on N ⊂ R+ will
always be endowed with the induced externology. Given n ≥ 0, we denote
by Sk either the sphere Sk or the N-sphere defined as the exterior space
N×¯Sk. Analogously Dk will ambiguously denote either the disk Dk or the
N-disk N×¯Dk. The inclusion Sk−1 →֒ Dk is a closed exterior cofibration.
A relative exterior CW-complex (X,A) is an exterior space X together
with a filtration of exterior subspaces
A = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Xn ⊂ . . . ⊂ X
for which X = colim Xn, and for each n ≥ 0, Xn is obtained from Xn−1 as
the exterior pushout
∐γ∈ΓS
n−1
_

∐γ∈Γϕγ
// Xn−1
_

∐γ∈ΓD
n // Xn
via the attaching maps ϕγ : S
n−1 → Xn−1 and where ∐ denotes disjoint
union. When A = ∅ (respec. A = R+) we recover the notion of exterior
CW-complex (respec. based exterior CW-complex ). In the last case (X,α)
is necessarily well based as the inclusion R+ →֒ X is a closed cofibration).
Remark that a finite exterior CW-complex is in general a finite dimen-
sional infinite classical CW-complex. Also, any classical CW-complex is
an exterior CW-complex with its topology as externology. Other impor-
tant class of exterior CW-complexes are constituted by the open manifolds
and PL-manifolds as they admit a locally finite countable triangulation,
which describes the exterior CW-structure [9, §2(ii)]. We denote by CWR+ ,
(resp. CW
R+
f ) the full subcategory of E
R+ formed by based exterior CW-
complexes (resp. finite based exterior CW-complexes), and by HoCWR+
(resp. HoCW
R+
f ) the corresponding homotopy categories.
Finally, recall that a map f : X → Y between exterior path connected
spaces in CWR+ is an exterior based homotopy equivalence if and only if
f∗ : [Z,X]
R+ → [Z, Y ]R+ is a bijection for every exterior path connected
Z ∈ CW
R+
f .
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2 Classification of exterior and proper fibrations
To avoid excessive terminology every CW-complex considered henceforth
will be exterior, based and exterior path connected unless explicitly stated
otherwise.
In particular, also for simplicity in the notation, we abuse of it and let
HoCWR+ (respec. HoCW
R+
f ) denote the homotopy category of exterior
path connected, based (respec. finite) CW-complexes.
Let F ∈ ER+ a well based exterior space. Define a contravariant functor
FibF : HoE
R+ −→ Sets
as follows:
For each X ∈ ER+ , FibF (X) is the set of equivalence classes of exterior
fiber sequences over X with fiber F . These are sequences F in ER+ of the
form
F
g
−→ E
p
։ X
where p : E ։ X is an exterior fibration in ER+ and there is an exterior
homotopy pullback
F
r

g
// E
p

R+ αX
// X
where αX is the based ray of X. That is, there exists a commutative
F
r

g
//
≃
##
E
p

•
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
<<①①①①①①
R+ αX
// X
where the inner square is the pullback of p along αX and the dotted induced
map is an exterior homotopy equivalence.
Note that this implies the existence of the map r : F → R+ which is
necessarily unique up to exterior homotopy [9, Rem. 2.18], and therefore,
it is an exterior homotopy retraction of the ray of F . Two fiber sequences
F
g1
−→ E1
p1
։ X and F
g2
−→ E2
p2
։ X are equivalent if there exists a homotopy
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commutative diagram in ER+ of the form
E1
p1
    ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
≃ γ

F
g1
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
g2   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ X
E2
p2
>> >>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
with γ an exterior based homotopy equivalence.
On the other hand, given f : Y → X a (homotopy class of a) based
exterior map FibF (f) associates to F
g
−→ E
p
։ Y the fiber sequence F
g′
−→
E
p′
։ Y in which p′ is obtained as the based exterior pullback of p along f
and g′ is induced by g and αY ◦ r:
F
  
αY r

g
##
E′
p′

f ′
// E
p

Y
f
// X
We prove:
Theorem 2.1. The restriction,
FibF : HoCW
R+ −→ Sets
is a representable functor: there is a based exterior path connected CW-
complex YF , unique up to based exterior homotopy, and a universal based
exterior fiber sequence
F → U
q
։ YF
such that
[−, YF ]
R+ ≃−→ FibF f 7→ FibF (f)(q)
is a natural equivalence.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. The
requirements for a set-valued contravariant functors on the homotopy cate-
gory of a given closed model category to satisfy Brown’s representability are
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now well understood. However, the most explicit and precise result in this
sense [13, Thm. 19] cannot be applied in our case as ER+ is not a model
category. Hence, we use the original Brown approach [6].
We shall need the following auxiliary results of general nature: the First
Cube Theorem [14, Thm. 18] and the Gluing Lemma in ER+ . The proofs
just mimics the ones on the classical setting and therefore are omitted. To
adjust them to the exterior homotopy setting, certain modifications of a
somehow straightforward nature are needed.
Lemma 2.2. Consider the following homotopy commutative cube in ER+
•
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
//

•

⑧⑧
⑧⑧
• //

•

•
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
// •
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
• // •
where the top and bottom faces are exterior homotopy pushouts and the left
and rear faces are exterior homotopy pullbacks. Then, the right and front
faces are exterior homotopy pullbacks. 
Lemma 2.3. Consider the following homotopy commutative cube in ER+
•
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
//
f1

•
f2

⑧⑧
⑧⑧
• //
f3

•
f4

•
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
// •
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
• // •
where the top and bottom faces are exterior homotopy pushouts and f1, f2, f3
are exterior homotopy equivalences. Then, f4 is also an exterior homotopy
equivalence. 
With the vocabulary in [6], we now see that on HoCWR+ , FibF is a
homotopy functor.
Proposition 2.4. The functor FibF takes wedges into products: Let {Xi}i∈I
be a collection of objects in CWR+ and denote by hj : Xj → ∨i∈IXi the
natural jth inclusion, j ∈ I. Then, the map
(
FibF (hi)
)
i∈I
: FibF (∨i∈IXi)
∼=
−→ Πi∈I FibF (Xi)
is a bijection.
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Proof. Let {F → Ei
pi
→ Xi}i∈I be a collection of exterior fibrations and
consider the following commutative cube of based exterior CW-complexes,
∐i∈I R+ × F //

☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
∐i∈IEi
∐i∈Ipi

☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
F //
r

E
p

∐i∈I R+ //
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
∐i∈IXi
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
R+
// ∨i∈IXi
where the top and bottom faces are exterior homotopy pushouts and the rear
and left faces are exterior homotopy pullbacks. Then, taking p : E → ∨i∈IXi
the induced based exterior map and applying Lemma 2.2 we conclude that
the right and front faces are exterior homotopy pullbacks. This proves that(
FibF (hi)
)
i∈I
is onto.
Now let F
gk
→ Ek
pk
։ ∨i∈IXi (k = 1, 2) be two based exterior sequences
such that, for every i ∈ I, there exist a commutative diagram
E1i
p1i
    ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
≃ αi

F
g1i
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
g2i ❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ Xi
E2i
p2i
>> >>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
where F
gki→ Eki
pki
։ Xi is FibF (hi)(p
k), i.e, the pullback of pk along hi.
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Consider the cube
∐i∈I R+ × F //
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
∐
i∈I E
1
i
∐i∈Iαi≃

☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎
F
g1
// E1
α

∐i∈I R+ × F //
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
∐i∈IE
2
i
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎
F
g2
// E2
where the top and bottom faces are based exterior homotopy pushouts and
apply Lemma 2.3 to conclude that the induced map α is a based exterior
homotopy equivalence. Moreover, p2α ≃ p1 so that
(
FibF (hi)
)
i∈I
is injec-
tive.
Proposition 2.5. Let
A
f1

f2 // X2
g1

X1 g2
// Y
be a homotopy pushout in HoCWR+ . Then, the induced map
FibF (Y ) −→ FibF (X1)×FibF (A) FibF (X2)
is surjective: if FibF (f1)(p1) = FibF (f2)(p2), then there exists p ∈ FibF (Y )
such that FibF (g1)(p) = p1 and FibF (g2)(p) = p2.
Proof. This is just a direct application of Lemma 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If we drop the exterior path connectivity assumption
on the category of exterior CW-complexes, the following is proved in Lemma
4.1 of [10]:
(i) The category HoCWR+ (respec. HoCW
R+
f ) has arbitrary (respec.
finite) coproducts and homotopy pushouts.
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(ii) There exists the homotopy colimit Y of any direct system
X1 // X2 // X3 //// ... // Xn // Xn+1 // ...
in HoCWR+ and the natural maps
[Y,Z]R+ ։ lim←− [Xn, Z]
R+ and lim−→ [Z,Xn]
R+
∼=
→ [Z, Y ]R+
are, respectively, a surjection for every Z ∈HoCWR+, and a bijection
for every Z ∈ HoCW
R+
f .
A careful check shows that the restriction to exterior path connected
CW-complexes does not change the assertions above. That is, the arbitrary
wedge, the homotopy pushout and the homotopy colimit of any direct system
of exterior path connected CW-complexes is also exterior path connected.
For it, one needs general results on connectivity and cellular approximation
of exterior CW-complexes which, for instance, are condensed in [9, §2].
For all of the above, the pair (HoCWR+ ,HoCW
R+
f ) is a homotopy cat-
egory in the sense of [6, §2]. Furthermore, tha last paragraph of §1 amounts
to say that HoCWR+ is compactly generated by HoCW
R+
f .
On the other hand, and also with the vocabulary of op.cit., Propositions
2.4 and 2.5 show that FibF is a homotopy functor.
Hence, applying [6, Thm. 2.8] finishes the proof.
As an application we give a classification of fibrations in the proper
setting.
Definition 2.6. A proper fibration is a proper map p : E → X such that
pcc : Ecc → Xcc is an exterior fibration.
In other words, a proper fibration is a map in the proper category which
is an exterior fibration when considered in the exterior category through
the full embedding in (1.0.1). This is a slightly different object from that
on [2, Def. 1], cf. [7], in which the authors consider proper maps that are
Hurewicz fibrations .
Let p : (E,R+) → (X,R+) be a based proper fibration between count-
able, locally finite relative CW-complexes, and let F be its fiber regarded as
a exterior based space via the exterior pullback of R+ → X
p
← E. Then, we
have:
Corollary 2.7. The proper fibration p is equivalent to the pullback of the
universal fibration U → YF along a based exterior map X → YF .
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Proof. By [9, §2.1] or [11, §5.B] any countable, locally finite relative CW-
complex of the form (X,R+) is a based exterior CW-complex endowed with
the cocompact externology. Hence, F → E
p
→ X is an exterior fiber se-
quence to which we may apply Theorem 2.1.
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